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Meka James is a stay at home mom to 4 wonderful kiddies. She has been happily married to her husband for 11 years
and counting. She is an animal lover owning 3 dogs, a turtle, a bearded dragon, and her husband and kids have 2
snakes.

Register a free 1 month Trial Account. Download as many books as you like. Cancel the membership at any
time if not satisfied. So what would you do if your prince charming turned out to be the worst kind of
monster? Calida Alexander moves from Charlotte to Atlanta after a painful break up. She faced some harsh
realities about herself during that breakup and desperately wants to change who she perceives herself to be.
When she meets Seth, she is drawn in by his sexy good looks and is won over by his gentlemanly demeanor.
Seth Jokobi is sexy and charming, the kind of man that women dream of being with. As a master manipulator,
he uses his charm and good looks as a lure. His prey never suspect that lurking behind those piercing blue eyes
and million dollar smile, lies a sadistic monster. When he meets Calida, her shy nature tempts him into playing
a game where the stakes end up being higher than he could have imagined. Can love really conquer all or is it
sometimes just not enough? This e-book contains sexually explicit scenes some that may contain dubious and
non-consent, adult language, and graphic violence and may be considered offensive to some readers. A
Twisted Fairytale" Reviews K. I assure you, it was in a good way. Just when the author had shocked me once,
she turned around and slapped me in the face with another shocker. It made me question myself and I realized
that I root for the bad guys to change their ways and come out ahead. I was really pulling for Seth, even
though I already knew what happened to him. I could write on this book for days, and had the honor of
chatting with the author about the dynamics of the story once I read it. Pick it up and give it a read. It does
have a few domestic violence triggers, so readers beware. James has earned herself a stalker--me! First I want
to say I was drawn in by the cover. Especially seeing the word "dark". Fiendish is about Calida Alexander,
who moves to Atlanta for a fresh start on life. She wants to break free of the person she has become You know
I have to comment. I really liked it! You really KNOW all their struggles and demons and you have no idea
what either of them are going to do next. You really need to pay attention to this one--it was delicately woven
in all the right ways and I love that in a story. If you miss something, you miss the whole novel, and I have
missed those kind of stories. This book is awesomazing and I recommend it highly to all the weirdoes like me
who are dying for a book that will make them scream, cry, and a little nauseous, and it even had a few minutes
where you fall in love. You will LOVE it. Robyn 5 Thu, 24 Jul At first I was put off by the number of pages in
this book, but the reviews encouraged me to give it a chance. I read it in a day I was bleary eyed and
emotionally drained the next day to say the least. I thoroughly enjoyed his POV Kudos to the author for
causing that conflict in me. There was a particular scene when Seth and Calida are having a tense dinner with
her sister Dorian and her groom-to-be Daniel. I laughed out loud at the things Seth was thinking about the
sister Then what he did to Paul at the wedding reception This was a very dark story about an abusive
relationship and a young woman who kept taking her abuser back for a variety of reasons The author keeps it
real. Anyway, my final thought is this: Thank you for keeping it real, Ms. Morena 2 Fri, 27 Feb I read this
whole monstrosity despite the terrible prose and stupid characters because at last the scary dark and sexy man
was truly scary and did not care for the petty humans one bit. I have even overlooked the poor writing because
it was told from the First-Person POV of the two main characters, neither one of them possessed the soul of a
poet, certainly not our little heroine. She was a sweet little simpleton and the writing fit her. The man was
more complex and here the writer failed. Half way through, the story began to draaaag. The incessant showers,
outings and horrid weddings became more torturous than pulling the nails from some screaming woman. The
end was utterly predictable and disappointing. I admit I am a little envious of those readers who were shocked
by the end. I wonder how they would feel if this antihero killed the friend, her ugly brother and then after the
heroine gave birth, killed her too and raised the child by himself. It was a fast read because I was engrossed in
all the drama and conflict. For now at least. Seth was a cold-hearted bastard and I loved reading every
moment. He was sick and gave me the creeps. For example, one of his inner-thoughts was: Seth owns Pets,
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who are women. Some he locks in his basement to torture, but Calida is special in his eyes, so she gets a
different treatment. He was very controlling. It made the story more realistic. She was too weak for me and
definitely a Mary Sue type but it fit the storyline. My favorite characters were Seth the perfect villain , Macy,
and Malcolm. They brought charm and personality where Calida was lacking. I swooned during the steamy
sex scenes and cringed in the abusive ones. Seth was definitely a prick. Besides their relationship, there was
other tension. Calida had a crappy boss and her sister was awful. I did feel bad for her, especially her
backstory with her ex. I cheered for her when she started to fight back with mind games towards Seth.
Someone needed to put him in his place. This section was very entertaining and I feared for all the characters.
Seth was determined to harm anyone Calida loved if she ever dared leave him. Bring on the drama. Smiliar
Books of "Fiendish:
2: Smashwords â€“ Fiendish-A Twisted Fairytale - A book by Meka James - page 1
Marketed as a twisted fairytale, Fiendish takes elements of the classic Beauty and the Beast story and turns it on its ear.
Whereas in the classic, beauty is found within the monstrous beast, however, with Fiendish, the beast is beautiful on the
outside and a complete monster on the inside!
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Fiendish-A Twisted Fairytale by Meka James. Fiendish is a dark and twisted take on Beauty and The Beast. This story
contains mature themes meant for readers 18+.
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Read Fiendish-A Twisted Fairytale by Meka James by Meka James by Meka James for free with a 30 day free trial.
Read eBook on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android Fiendish is a dark and twisted take on Beauty and The Beast.

5: Download/Read "Fiendish: A Twisted Fairytale" by James, Meka (epub) for FREE!
Twisted is the debut novel for Meka James and although I did like her style of writing I think some parts could of done
with a bit more editing. In regards to Calida, half the time I found myself internally screaming out her, she does seem to
spend the majority of the time crying and while sure she has a lot to deal with it gets to be a bit.
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Fiendish-A Twisted Fairytale Meka James Display preferences: Use the options below to adjust the size, style and
colors, and click 'Apply' below.
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